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Polymer beads have attracted considerable interest for use in catalysis, drug delivery and photonics due to their particular shape and surface morphology. Electrospinning, typically used for producing nanofibers, can also be used to fabricate polymer beads if the solution has a sufficiently low concentration. In this work, we present a novel approach for producing more uniform, intact beads by electrospinning self-assembled block copolymer (BCP) solutions. This approach allows a relatively high polymer concentration to be used, yet with a low degree of entanglement between polymer chains due to microphase separation of the BCP in a selective solvent system. Herein, to demonstrate the technology, a well-studied polystyrene-poly(ethylene butylene)-polystyrene triblock copolymer has been dissolved in a

* Supporting Information is available online from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
co-solvent system. The effect of solvent composition on the characteristics of the fibers and beads has been intensively studied, and the mechanism of this fiber-to-bead was found to be dependent on microphase separation of the BCP.
1. Introduction

Electrospinning is a relatively simple, efficient, and versatile method for fabricating continuous fibers from a variety of materials. Since the early 1990s, several research groups (most notably, Reneker and coworkers\cite{1, 2}) have demonstrated the ability of electrospinning to fabricate ultrafine fibers. Electrospinning has attracted vast interest in research for potential application in diverse fields, such as tissue engineering,\cite{3-7} drug delivery,\cite{8-10} sensors,\cite{11, 12} catalysis\cite{13, 14} and fuel cells.\cite{15, 16} One of the two main reasons for such wide ranging applications is that almost all polymers with sufficiently high molecular weight, including highly branched polymers,\cite{17} can be prepared as ultrafine fibers using this simple technique.\cite{18} Secondly, various, controllable surface morphologies and sizes of the electrospun products can be achieved with relative ease, such as smooth or rough surfaces, hollow\cite{19} and porous\cite{20, 21} morphologies, random or aligned fibers, and beads or beaded structures.\cite{21, 22} The desired features can be obtained by adjusting the electrospinning parameters (applied voltage, polymer molecular weight, solution concentration, solution surface tension, solution conductivity, collecting method, etc.).\cite{22-26} Beads (or beaded structures),\cite{27} although often regarded as defects arising from the electrospinning process, have attracted significant attention for potential use in superhydrophobic surfaces,\cite{22, 28} catalysis,\cite{29} drug release systems,\cite{30, 31} and photonic devices,\cite{32} due to their specific shapes, sizes and surface morphologies.\cite{21, 33, 34} In order to understand the beaded structure, some studies have focused on the bead-to-fiber transition\cite{27, 35} with respect to the rheological properties of polymer solutions, such as critical hydrodynamic concentration\cite{36, 37} and chain entanglement.\cite{38} Whilst the importance of chain entanglement is recognized, other solution properties, such as conductivity\cite{39} and solvent evaporation,\cite{35, 40} have also been investigated for their effects on the beaded structure and bead-to-fiber transition. In general, beads are fabricated from polymer solutions with low concentration or low molecular weight,\cite{22} both of which produce a low degree of entanglement between polymer chains.\cite{35}
In a different branch of so-called polymer nanotechnology, block copolymers (BCPs) are known to self-assemble into ordered phases with various periodic nanostructures, either in the bulk or in selective solvents, depending on the copolymer molecular weight, the relative volume fraction between the blocks and the interaction parameter between the disparate blocks (and solvent, if present).[41, 42] This phenomenon can be exploited to create physically-crosslinked three-dimensional networks, by using triblock copolymers.[43-45] Under certain conditions the end blocks can aggregate to form a micellar network structure, whilst the midblocks span, or bridge, the aggregated domains.[41, 46] However, if a suitable solvent system is employed, whereby the endblocks are solvated yet the midblocks favor aggregation, one can achieve a non-crosslinked micellar network at relatively high polymer concentration. Thus, electrospinning from such a self-assembled BCP solution, with a low degree of entanglement between the polymer chains, enables new bead morphologies to be accessed. These beaded morphologies differ from those typically accessed by low polymer concentration two main ways; (i) they remain intact following deposition and drying; and (ii) they are more uniform in terms of size distribution.

Herein, we discuss a novel approach to produce beads by ‘electrospinning’ from a self-assembled triblock copolymer solution in a selective solvent. A polystyrene-poly(ethylene butylene)-polystyrene (SEBS) triblock copolymer was dissolved in solvent mixtures of tetrahydrofuran (THF; a good solvent for both blocks) and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF; a good solvent for the PS block only). In an attempt to study the fiber-to-bead transition, SEBS was dissolved in neat THF and electrospun into well-defined fibers. Subsequently, the morphological transition from fibers to beads could be observed by increasing the DMF content of the pre-spun polymer solution. The effect of solvent composition on the characteristics of the as-spun fibers and beads has been extensively studied, and the mechanism of this fiber-to-bead transition is discussed as a novel route to produce relatively uniform, intact polymer beads with a relatively narrow size distribution.
2. Experimental Section

2.1 Materials

Polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene butylene)-b-polystyrene (SEBS) triblock copolymer \([M_n = 75.1 \text{ kg mol}^{-1}\), polystyrene (PS) volume fraction; \(\phi = 0.30\)]), also known as Kraton G1650, was obtained from Kraton Performance Polymers, Inc. PS homopolymer \((M_n = 75.2 \text{ kg mol}^{-1})\) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Fluka). THF and DMF (Laboratory Grade) were purchased from Fisher and used as received.

2.2 Electrospinning Experiments

The SEBS triblock copolymer and PS homopolymer were dissolved in THF at various concentrations (8-20 wt%) and in THF/DMF mixtures at various solvent compositions (THF/DMF from 100/0 to 0/100, w/w) with a fixed concentration of 14 wt%. All solutions were stored at 25 °C prior to use. All electrospinning experiments were performed at 25 °C in air using in-house apparatus similar to that described in the literature.\(^{[8,47]}\) A schematic of the electrospinning apparatus is shown in the Electronic Supporting Information (ESI), Figure S1. Each polymer solution was drawn into a 1 mL syringe connected to a 0.8 mm diameter flat-ended metallic needle. The solution was fed at 2 mL h\(^{-1}\) using a syringe pump (Aladdin-220, World Precision Instruments Ltd., USA) in a horizontal mount and the needle was connected to a high voltage supply (Genvolt-73030, Genvolt High Voltage Industries Ltd., UK), fixed at 20 kV. An aluminium drum (10 cm diameter) was earthed and used as a rotating collector, with the distance between the needle and collector edge being fixed at 15 cm. For analysis, the electrospun fibers and beads were dried under reduced pressure at room temperature for 24 hours to remove any residual solvent.

2.3 Characterization
3. Results and Discussion

Electrospinning from a self-assembled block copolymer (BCP) solution at high concentration, yet with a low degree of entanglement (due to microphase separation of the BCP in a selective
solvent environment), constitutes a novel approach to produce more uniform, intact beads. To this end, a co-solvent system of THF and DMF has been used to dissolve a SEBS triblock copolymer (Kraton, G1650) for electrospinning studies. DMF has a dielectric constant (or relative permittivity) higher than that of THF (36.7 versus 7.6, respectively\textsuperscript{[49]}), and has a lower vapor pressure (2.7 kPa versus 21.6 kPa at 25 °C\textsuperscript{[49]}). Generally, the THF/DMF mixed solvent system can be used to modify the diameter of electrospun fibers (due to differences in solution conductivity\textsuperscript{[22, 33, 50]} or surface morphology/porosity (due to differences in solvent vapour pressure\textsuperscript{[22, 51]})).

Herein, the combination of THF and DMF with a SEBS triblock copolymer provides a unique opportunity to explore the shape morphology transition (fiber-to-bead) during electrospinning. The calculated Hansen's solubility parameters\textsuperscript{[52]} of the solvent mixtures and the polymer blocks (Table S1, ESI) suggest that both PS and PEB blocks are almost fully soluble in THF/DMF at THF concentrations above 90 wt% [relative energy difference (RED) < 1, Figure 1] whereas the block copolymer is insoluble at THF concentrations below 65 wt% (RED > 1 for both blocks, Figure 1). These calculations are consistent with turbidity measurements of the copolymer in different THF/DMF compositions (Figure 1). Thus, THF/DMF compositions between 65 and 90 wt% THF (shaded area in Figure 1) represent a window for the THF/DMF-SEBS system where microphase separation of the copolymer is facilitated by the selective solubility of the copolymer blocks (RED < 1 for PS, but > 1 for PEB). In this work, the effect of selective solvent in a BCP solution on the morphology of electrospun assemblies has been studied in order to control the nanofeatures produced.

Electrospinning from a self-assembled block copolymer (BCP) solution at high concentration, yet with a low degree of entanglement (due to microphase separation of the BCP in a selective solvent environment), constitutes a novel approach to produce more uniform, intact beads. To this end, a co-solvent system of THF and DMF has been used to dissolve a SEBS triblock copolymer (Kraton, G1650) for electrospinning studies. DMF has a dielectric constant (or
relative permittivity) higher than that of THF (36.7 versus 7.6, respectively\textsuperscript{[40]}) and has a lower vapor pressure (2.7 kPa versus 21.6 kPa at 25 °C\textsuperscript{[40]})

Generally, the THF/DMF mixed solvent system can be used to modify the diameter of electrospun fibers (due to differences in solution conductivity\textsuperscript{[22, 33, 50]} or surface morphology/porosity (due to differences in solvent vapor pressure\textsuperscript{[22, 51]}).

Herein, the combination of THF and DMF with a SEBS triblock copolymer provides a unique opportunity to explore the shape morphology transition (fiber-to-bead) during electrospinning.

The calculated Hansen's solubility parameters\textsuperscript{[52]} of the solvent mixtures and the polymer blocks (Table S1, ESI) suggest that both PS and PEB blocks are almost fully soluble in THF/DMF at THF concentrations above 90 wt% [relative energy difference (RED) < 1, Figure 1] whereas the block copolymer is insoluble at THF concentrations below 65 wt% (RED > 1 for both blocks, Figure 1). These calculations are consistent with turbidity measurements of the copolymer in different THF/DMF compositions (Figure 1). Thus, THF/DMF compositions between 65 and 90 wt% THF (shaded area in Figure 1) represent a window for the THF/DMF-SEBS system where microphase separation of the copolymer is facilitated by the selective solubility of the copolymer blocks (RED < 1 for PS, but > 1 for PEB). In this work, the effect of selective solvent in a BCP solution on the morphology of electrospun assemblies has been studied in order to control the nanofeatures produced.

### 3.1. Morphology

THF is a good solvent for both the PS and PEB blocks of SEBS, while DMF is a selective solvent, only dissolving the PS endblocks. In order to identify an optimum working concentration to produce well-defined nanofibers, SEBS was dissolved in neat THF across a concentration range of 8 - 20 wt%. The SEM images (Figure 2a-f) show that at low concentration (≤ 10 wt%), due to the low viscosity and surface tension of the as-prepared solutions, beads were observed [average diameter 20.6 ± 6.8 μm for 8 wt% (see Figure S2a,
ESI) and 34.7 ± 14.0 µm for 10 wt%]. However, at 12 wt% and above, cylindrical fibers (average diameter approximately 9.3 ± 1.1 µm) were reproducibly fabricated until the viscosity of the solution became too high to electrospin (above 18 wt%). Consequently, 14 wt% was selected as an optimum polymer concentration for our study into the effect of microphase separation on electrospinning block copolymers. To this end, SEBS was dissolved in a range of THF/DMF mixtures (w/w: 100/0, 95/5, 90/10 and 80/20) at 14 wt% (see Figure 2d and g-i).

As the DMF content in the solvent mixture was increased, beads became favored over cylindrical fibers, even under the same operating conditions and polymer concentration (14 wt%). The fabricated beads were more uniform in size and shape than those produced from solutions of low concentration, with an average diameter of the spheres of approximately 7.9 (± 1.9) µm (see Figure S2b, ESI). In contrast, the beads produced via electrospraying from low concentration (< 12 wt%) in a single solvent (THF) had a much larger average diameter, around 20-30 µm, with a broader size distribution of the particles. Furthermore, the beads produced from solutions of low concentration appear collapsed/deformed (Figure S2a, ESI) whereas the beads produced from a self-assembled block copolymer solution appear largely intact (Figure S2b, ESI). Increasing the DMF content further (from 80/20 to 70/30) gave rise to macrophase separation due to poor solvent quality for the triblock copolymer (see Figure S3, ESI) and could not be processed into beads or fibres. The turbidity measurements (Figure 1) reflect this, clearly showing a loss of transmittance at 70/30 (and progressively higher DMF contents).

3.2. Mechanism

These findings are somewhat different to those observed when electrospinning homopolymers from solvent mixtures.[22, 35, 51, 56, 57] The observations herein indicate that there is a different mechanism in play when processing from a mixture of solvents for BCPs than there is for
homopolymers. Mixed solvent systems give rise to polymer solutions with varying important properties in electrospinning, such as conductivity and viscosity. However, when a BCP is introduced to a solvent mixture where one of the solvents shows selectivity (preferential solubility for one of the blocks), the changes in conductivity and/or viscosity are significantly masked by the presence of microphase separation. In the SEBS/selective solvent solution, the conductivity increased with DMF content (see Figure S4, ESI), yet the size of the beads (Figure S2b) is similar to that of the fibers (Figure 2d) with the same SEBS concentration but with vastly different conductivity. In contrast, commonly, fiber diameter deceases with increase in DMF content for both homopolymers\textsuperscript{[22]} and BCPs\textsuperscript{[17]} in THF/DMF co-solvent systems, provided that there is no phase separation in those pre-spun solutions.

For the SEBS block copolymer, as aforementioned, THF is a good solvent for both PS and PEB blocks. However, DMF, and therefore solvent mixtures containing sufficient quantities of DMF, show selectivity for PS (see Table S1, ESI). Thus, the entanglement between polymer chains is reduced on increasing DMF content as the block copolymer microphase separates to form various self-assembled nanomorphologies. These speculations, based on calculated Hansen’s solubility parameters and turbidity measurements (Table S1 and Figure 1), have been confirmed by small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS, \textbf{Figure 3}). The nanostructure within the copolymer solution transforms as the ratio of THF/DMF is varied. Starting with THF alone, at 14 wt\%, SAXS analysis reveals only a weak structural peak arising from the solution. This peak, considering liquid-like behavior of the solution (Figure S5, ESI), can be associated with copolymer chain interactions typically observed for concentrated polymer solutions. This peak evolves into a pronounced structural peak at higher concentrations of SEBS (Figure S6, ESI) indicating the formation of structural domains due to both aggregation and self-separation of copolymer chains. When a small amount of DMF is added (THF/DMF = 95/5), the block copolymer remains soluble in the solvent mixture (Figure S5, ESI) and demonstrates similar structural behaviour (Figures 3 and S7). However, when the DMF
concentration reaches 10 wt% (THF/DMF = 90/10), at the theoretical point where DMF should act selectively on the copolymer blocks (RED > 1, Figure 1), a sharp diffraction peak appears in the SAXS pattern (Figure 3) indicating that a structural transition takes place in the sample. This transition is also detected by a sharp increase in the solution viscosity (Figure S5, ESI). A well-ordered structure, revealed by a number of diffraction peaks, is observed for a copolymer solution of THF/DMF 80/20, approximately corresponding to the centre of the DMF concentration interval where the mixed solvent is expected to act selectively on PS (Figure 3). It was found that the relative positions of the first four resolved diffraction peaks (q/q* = 1, 1.14, 1.63 and 1.88, where q* is the first peak position) correspond to a face-centred cubic (FCC) structure. Moreover, the entire diffraction pattern was also consistent with an FCC structure (see Figure 3b for Miller indices). Thus, when the solvent media becomes poorer for the PEB block, self-assembly of SEBS occurs into an FCC structure. According to the SAXS data, the lattice period is approximately 78 nm (obtained by a least square fit to the values of the lattice period calculated from the position of the first four peaks of the indexed diffraction pattern). It is noticeable from the SAXS pattern that the 113 peak is significantly weakened and the 222 and 044 peaks are absent. These observations can be attributed to overlap of the 113 and 222 peaks with the position of the first minimum of the spherical micelle form factor, whereas the 044 peak overlaps with the position of the second minimum of the spherical micelle form factor. Thus, q values of the first- and second minima of the micelle form factor, estimated from the SAXS pattern should be approximately 0.27 nm\(^{-1}\) and 0.45 nm\(^{-1}\), respectively. Considering that q values of the minima of the spherical form factor are related to the sphere radius as qR = 4.49 (for the first minimum) and qR = 7.73 (for the second minimum), the sphere diameter (2R) can be calculated to be approximately 33 nm (= 2 × 4.49 / 0.27 nm\(^{-1}\) or = 2 × 7.73 / 0.45 nm\(^{-1}\)). Assuming that the FCC structure formed by micelles can be represented as PEB blocks embedded in a PS matrix (Figure 4b) the obtained value should correspond to the PEB micelle core diameter.
For bulk SEBS copolymer, at room temperature, the PS chains constitute glassy domains, whereas the PEB midblock chains form bridges between PS end blocks, creating an ordered network.\textsuperscript{[58-60]} In a selective solvent for PEB, similarly, the PS blocks aggregate into discrete domains to create evenly distributed physical crosslinks between the midblock (PEB) chains.\textsuperscript{[61]} The PEB blocks form either loops, starting and ending within the same PS core, or bridges between different PS domains (see Figure 4a). However, in the case of a selective solvent for the endblocks (PS), typically, core-corona structured micellar aggregates (gels)\textsuperscript{[61]} are formed (a non-crosslinked micellar network), in which the endblocks (PS) are solvated yet the midblocks (PEB) favor aggregation. Micellar formation is caused by a thermodynamically driven reduction in enthalpy by the minimization of direct contact between the midblock chains and the solvent.\textsuperscript{[46]} Different characteristics can be expected SEBS in solvent systems that are selective for the middle (PEB) block (Figure 4b). In this non-crosslinked micellar network (at THF/DMF = 80/20), the degree of entanglement of the plasticized PS chains is much lower than when completely dissolved in THF. Consequently, beads were fabricated when electrospinning SEBS from a selective solvent system (THF/DMF = 80/20). Importantly, the beads produced in this manner are more uniform and intact, attributed to the PEB chains being aggregated into hard, globular cores prior to spinning, with less solvent evaporation taking place during the formation of the beads. In contrast, the beads electrospun from the SEBS solution (in pure THF) at low concentration were formed following a higher extent of solvent evaporation from polymer chains in an expanded coil state, resulting in collapsed or defected morphologies.

As a controlled experiment, a similar molecular weight PS homopolymer sample was dissolved in THF/DMF at 100/0, 90/10 and 80/20, at fixed concentrations of 14 wt\% and 20 wt\%. It was shown that no such “fiber-to-bead” transition was observed when increasing the DMF content (see Figures S8 and S9, ESI). In contrast, there was a tendency of an opposing transition, with “beads-to-fibers” observed due to the increasing surface tension and viscosity
of the solution with increasing DMF content. These results prove that the beads produced from our SEBS solution in a selective solvent system (THF/DMF = 80/20) are driven by the self-assembly (microphase separation) of the SEBS block copolymer.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel approach to produce beads by electrospinning from self-assembled BCP solutions. A SEBS triblock copolymer was dissolved in a co-solvent system of THF/DMF at varying solvent compositions to alter the selective solubility of the disparate polymer blocks. It was found that the morphological transition from fibers to beads took place on increasing the DMF content in the mixture. SAXS and turbidity measurements, alongside theoretical solubility parameter calculations, showed that one can pass through three regimes as the ratio is altered in a THF/DMF co-solvent system; the block copolymer is almost fully soluble when THF > 90 wt%, self-assembled (microphase separation) when 90 wt% > THF > 65 wt% and insoluble (macrophase separation) when THF < 65 wt%. Interestingly, an ordered FCC micellar network structure was formed in THF/DMF at 80/20. The beads produced from the self-assembled block copolymer are completely different from the beads conventionally generated in electrospaying by lowering the polymer concentration; the former are smaller, intact and display a more uniform size distribution.
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Figure 1. The relative energy difference (RED) of polystyrene (PS, blue dashed line) and poly(ethylene-butylene) (PEB, red dash-dotted line) calculated from Hansen solubility parameters of the polymers and turbidity measurements of the 14 wt% SEBS block copolymer solutions (■) in THF/DMF solvent mixtures (see Table S1, ESI). The navy dotted line shows a Boltzman fit to the turbidity measurements.

Figure 2. SEM images of electrosprayed beads (a and b) and electrospun fibers (c – f) of SEBS from neat THF solutions at varying polymer concentrations (8 wt%, 10wt%, 12 wt%, 14wt%, 16 wt% and 18wt% for a - f, respectively). SEM images (d, g-i) show the effect of
solvent composition (THF/DMF) on the morphology of electrically-processed SEBS solutions at 14 wt% (THF/DMF = 100/0, 95/5, 90/10 and 80/20, for d, g, h and i, respectively).

Figure 3. Small angle x-ray scattering data of the 14wt% SEBS solutions at different THF/DMF ratios, where (a) shows the 2D SAXS images and (b) shows the corresponding 1D data of intensity versus q.
Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the SEBS network structure: (a) in a selective solvent for PEB that forms a gel network and (b) in a selective solvent for PS that forms a non-crosslinked micellar network and leads to intact beaded morphologies presented herein. PS chains are depicted in blue and PEB chains are in red.

**A novel approach for producing more uniform, intact beads by electrospinning** a self-assembled block copolymer (BCP) solution is demonstrated. This approach allows a relatively high polymer concentration to be used, yet with a low degree of entanglement between polymer chains due to microphase separation of the BCP in a selective solvent system.
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